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The increasing application of plasma based technologies over a wide range of fields has 
led to the necessity of an optimal determination of the characteristic parameters of the 
plasma systems. Optical Emission Spectroscopy techniques have been proved as an 
excellent tool to that end. These techniques are based on the collection and analysis of 
the radiation coming from the plasma, being classified between molecular and atomic 
emission. Among atomic emission lines, Hydrogen Balmer series lines are the most 
measured. The Hβ line is usually the most employed one for plasma diagnosis but under 
some conditions, the H line is not always detectable and only the Hα line can be 
detected. For these lines, it is well known that their shapes are the result of the 
convolution of three profile types: Lorentzians, Gaussians and Starks. But while the first 
two types present analytical functions, models explaining the Stark profile do not offer 
these. So, in this paper we propose an accurate analytical function for the Stark profile 
of the Hα line allowing improving the determination of characteristic parameters of 
plasma with respect to the methods traditionally used. 
 





 In recent years, plasmas have gained a lot of interest among researchers [1-6], 
so the development of new techniques for characterizing them has become an important 
topic. 
Every plasma source emits light in a given range of wavelengths, establishing a 
classification between molecular and atomic emission and its collection gives rise to the 
technique named Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES). The atomic emission is 
associated to the atomic components of plasmas; however, hydrogen atoms are 
presented in most laboratory plasmas since they are formed from the dissociation of 
water impurities in the carrier gas. This fact is the reason why hydrogen atomic lines are 
so useful for spectroscopic diagnosis. 
The line shape of these Hydrogen Balmer lines is characterized by its width (full 
width at half maximum, FWHM) and intensity (area under this atomic line), which are 
related to the internal processes taking place in the discharge. These internal processes 
contribute to the total width of a spectral line in an independent manner [7, 8]. The most 
relevant processes to be taken into account are: the dipole moment induced by neutral 
atom perturbers in the instantaneous oscillating electric field of the excited emitter atom 
(van der Waals broadening), which generates the shape described by a Lorentzian 
function [9], the movement of emitter atoms (Doppler broadening) [10] and the error 
induced by the device used for the plasma radiation registration (Instrumental 
broadening), which both generate a Gaussian function [11], and finally the collisions of 
the emitter hydrogen atom with the charged particles in its surroundings (Stark 
broadening) [12-15], which cannot be assumed by a Lorentzian function in general [16-
19]. The use of one Lorentzian is only valid when ion collision broadening is negligible, 
or for temperatures high enough that the impact approximation is valid not only for 
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electrons but also for ions. The error introduced by non-Lorentzian ion broadening has 
been studied by Konjević et al. [19].  
There are several models and theories which describe the Stark broadening taking 
into account ion dynamics and other effects producing asymmetry in the line profile and 
departure from the Lorentzian shape [12-15]. Among them, one of the most used model 
explaining the Stark broadening of hydrogen is the Computer Simulation model (CS 
model), developed by Gigosos et al. [15], based on the inclusion of the non-equilibrium 
conditions existing in two-temperature plasmas (plasma with electron temperature, Te, 
higher than the gas temperature, Tg). One important advantage of this model is that it 
provides data files of theoretical profiles simulated for different values of µr, Te and ne. 
However, this model does not offer an analytical function which can be employed to 
generate a Stark profile.  
An analytical function for the Stark profile is interesting because such function 
can be convoluted with the other analytical functions in order to obtain the theoretical 
profile which can be compared with the experimental one. This allows us to determine 
the characteristic parameters of the plasma [20-23] (being the electron density (ne) one 
of the most relevant), together with the Gaussian and the Lorentzian widths (G andL 
respectively).   
Among Hydrogen Balmer lines, the Hβ line is usually the most employed one for 
plasma diagnosis because its Stark contribution is practically independent of the 
electron temperature and the ion dynamics effect [24]. In previous work [25], an 
accurate and analytical function has been proposed as an approximation to the CS 
profile in order to convolute this function with the ones corresponding to other different 
phenomena in plasmas. Under some conditions, the H line is not always detectable; 
especially in plasmas generated at atmospheric pressure where the entrance of air from 
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the surroundings is significant, which causes the quenching of atomic hydrogen levels, 
being this effect more significant for the less intense H line [26]. Under those 
circumstances only the Hα line can be detected.  
In this work, we extend for the Hα line, the analytical fit proposed in [25] for the 
Hβ one. The structure of the article is as follows: in Section 2 we explain previous 
models employed to describe Stark profiles; in Section 3 we present a simple analytical 
expression tailored to reproduce the profiles for the case of the Hα line. The coefficients 
are obtained by means of statistical procedures; in Section 4 this functional form is 
applied to the characterization of two real plasmas in order to validate with 
experimental values; and, finally, the last section is devoted to present the conclusions 
obtained in this work. 
 
2. Theory 
As mentioned above, different theories and models exist for explaining the Stark 
profile, being the most relevant the CS model [15]. This model is the starting point of 
our previous analysis for the Hβ line.  
 This CS model considers a weakly coupled, globally neutral, homogeneous and 
isotropic plasma, where the particles (ions and free electrons) are independent classical 
particles that move along rectilinear paths with constant velocity. Velocities are given 
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In addition, this model takes into account the 
non-equilibrium conditions existing in two-temperature plasmas (Te > Tg). This is 
controlled by means of the parameter r =  Te/Tg, which is a fictitious reduced mass 
used in order to adjust the perturbing ion mobility to that of the emitter (µ is the reduced 
mass of the pair emitter-ion). As a result, this model provides Stark theoretical profiles 
simulated with different values of µr, Te and ne [15].  
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In order to find an analytical expression which fits these simulated profiles from 
the CS model, we consider the same situation that the one considered in our previous 
work [25]. The electric fields, influencing the emitter, are slowly varying in comparison 
with the time of the atom emission; in this case, the electric fields produce a splitting of 
the energy levels of the emitter and they give rise to "a typical Stark” [27] profile which 
can be described as a superposition of Stark components, each with homogeneous 
broadening (Lorentzian curves). Consequently the profile can be considered as a 
superposition of individually shifted spectral lines similarly to Doppler broadening, 
which is the result of superposition of Doppler shifted lines. Under this assumption, a 
sum of an odd number of Lorentzian profiles has been used for fitting the Stark profile 
for the Hα line given by the CS model. Namely, the Stark profile (PS) may be 
decomposed in a centered Lorentzian profile (PL), with amplitude (AC) and width (LC) 
and a sum of pair of symmetrical Lorentzian profiles (PL) with amplitude (Ai), width 
(Li) and central wavelength (λoi). 
𝑃𝑆 ∽ 𝑃𝐿
𝐶(𝐴𝐶, 𝜔𝐿𝐶) + ∑ [𝑃𝐿(𝐴𝑖, 𝜆𝑜𝑖, 𝜔𝐿𝑖) + 𝑃𝐿(𝐴𝑖, −𝜆𝑜𝑖, 𝜔𝐿𝑖)]
𝑁
𝑖=1             (1) 
Where, 
𝑃𝐿





2                                             (2) 
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2                                       (3) 
Equation 1 shows the proposed analytical Stark profile expression, while 
equations 2 and 3 present generic Lorentzian profiles. As can be seen, each Lorentzian 
function depends on the amplitude (AC, Ai), central wavelength (λoi) and width (ωLC, 
ωLi). Once the fitting of the profiles is carried out, it is possible to obtain these 




In equation 1 the first term is the central Lorentzian profile, while the rest of 
Lorentzians are added in symmetrical pairs; as the number of pairs increase, a higher 
precision is expected to be achieved but with a correspondent increment of 
computational cost. Unlike in the case of Hβ lines, the Stark profiles associated to the 
H lines must be obtained as a sum of an odd number of Lorentzian profiles. This is the 
consequence of the fact that the central part of these Stark profiles has a pointed shape 
and it is not depressed as in the Hβ lines. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the 
theoretical Stark profiles in the Hα and Hβ cases, and these two different functional 
forms are clearly seen. 
 
Figure 1. Stark profiles of Hα and Hβ lines from CS model for Te = 7751 K, ne = 2.14·10
14 cm-3 
and µr = 4.0 
 
3. The proposed analytical fit 
Seven CS model Stark profiles for the Hα line will be used as theoretical cases in 







 and a reduced mass of 4.0. Table 1 present the exact 
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parameters of these profiles. These conditions are the same as those used in our 
previous study of the Hβ line [25]. 

















Te (K) 6001 7751 6952 6597 6523 6657 6964 
 
 
Table 1. Plasma conditions of theoretical Stark profiles obtained by means of the CS model for the Hα 
line. 
 
The fitting process for equation 1 was performed in the cases of one, three, five 
and seven Lorentzian functions. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for non-linear 
functions was employed to carry out the fitting. Root Mean Square (RMS) and Pearson 
coefficient (r) were used to establish the goodness of the fittings. 
Figures 2 and 3 present the averaged RMS and r for the seven theoretical 
profiles as a function of the number of Lorentzian profiles used in the fitting process. 
 
Figure 2. Averaged RMS of the seven theoretical cases for the Stark profile approximation as sum of 1, 




Figure 3. Averaged Pearson coefficient of the seven theoretical cases for the 
Stark profile approximation as sum of 1, 3, 5 and 7 Lorentzian profiles. The lines are for guiding the eye. 
(The errors are smaller than symbols for 3, 5 and 7 Lorentzian profiles) 
 
As can be seen in both figures, there is a difference between the case of only one 
Lorentzian approximation and the rest of the cases, especially in the RMS parameter 
(Figure 2). Also, the quality of the fitting is poorer for the one Lorentzian case (more 
error). It can be observed in the averaged Pearson coefficient (Figure 3). Since the 
increment in computational cost associated to the using more functions is considerable 
and the precision gained is small, the three Lorentzians approximation is adopted here. 

















2              (4)                              
Figure 4 shows the comparison between a theoretical CS profile (corresponding 





Figure 4.  CS model profile compared with our analytical function, sum of three Loretzian profiles from equation (4) 
 
 
As a second step in our procedure, a relationship between the optimal parameters 
of the Lorentzian functions (LC, L1, AC, A1 and λo1) and the physical magnitudes of the 
plasma (µr, Te and ne) is found. As can be seen in Table 1, the range of electron 
temperature is relatively small, so its influence can be assumed to be negligible and the 
value of the fictitious reduced mass has been fixed to 4.0 in this study. In this sense, the 
fitting of the LC, L1, and λo1 in nanometres and AC, A1 in arbitrary units has been 
represented as a function only of the electron density in cm
-3
. As results, exponential 
and logarithmic relations have been determined between them.  
𝜔𝐿𝐶 = (2.7 ± 0.9) · 10
−10 × (𝑛𝑒)
(0.549±0.009)
                                   (5) 
𝜔𝐿1 = (1.1 ± 0.3) · 10
−12 × (𝑛𝑒)
(0.73±0.04)
                                        (6) 
𝐴𝐶 = (19.37 ± 0.15) · (𝑛𝑒)
(−0.089±0.002)                                         (7) 
𝐴1 = (0.127 ± 0.003) · log(𝑛𝑒) − (1.77 ± 0.17)                              (8) 
𝜆𝑜1 = (4.8 ± 0.8) · 10
−10 × (𝑛𝑒)
(0.52±0.05)
                                      (9)      
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To that end, linear regressions were performed and Pearson coefficients above 
0.98 were obtained. Therefore, our final expression for the Stark profile results a 
function with a dependence on electron density, PS (ne). It must be recalled that the 
validity of this approximation is restricted to the mentioned interval of temperatures 
going from 6000 to 8000 K. 
 
4. Results: Experimental verification and discussion 
 
As a final test for the proposed function, the parameters of two experimental 
profiles were characterized by means of our analytical function. Two profiles for Hα line 
from an argon plasma column at atmospheric pressure (z equal to 4 and 12 cm) were 
measured at the same experimental conditions as the ones measured for the Hβ line in 
the previous work [25, 28]. The radiation emitted by the plasma was picked up across 
the column by a vertical optical fiber and guided to the entrance slit of the spectrometer. 
For these conditions an instrumental broadening of (0.021 ± 0.001) nm. On the other 
hand, because the gas temperature was equal, the electron temperature for the plasma 
column was equal to ≈ 1450 K and  6000-7000 K respectively, the parameter μr used for 
calculating the Stark profiles from the CS model is approximately 4.0 (μAr-H = 0.975 





The characterization of the two experimental profiles, Hα would consist on the 
search for the width of the Lorentzian profile due to Van der Waals and Gaussian 
profile due to Doppler and Instrumental broadening as well as the electron density for 
the Stark profile. Once we have the three theoretical profiles, we convolute them to 
obtain the theoretical profile and compare it with the measured data to test the reliability 
accuracy of our analytical function. The minimum RMS has been the criteria to choose 
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the optimal fitting profile, being approximately in both cases to 0.11. Figures 5 and 6 
show the results in both cases. 
 
Figure 5.  Hα experimental and theoretical profile for a column of plasma of z = 4 cm. 
The experimental profile has been centered to simplify the calculations. 
 
Figure 6.  Hα experimental and theoretical profile for a column of plasma of z = 12 cm. 




As can be seen, the experimental data and the theoretical analytical profile 
obtained from our function show a very good agreement. In Table 2 we compare the 
theoretical ones obtained from the analysis of the Hβ line [25] and those at this work.  





Experimental  [28] 0.035 ± 0.004 0.025 ± 0.001 1.42 ± 0.18 
Theoretical Hβ [25] 0.039 ± 0.006 0.029 ± 0.004 2.0 ± 0.9 
Theoretical Hα (this work) 0.035 ± 0.007 0.025 ± 0.001 2.1 ± 0.6 





Experimental [28] 0.035 ± 0.004 0.025 ± 0.001 3.7 ± 0.3 
Theoretical Hβ [25] 0.040 ± 0.005 0.030 ± 0.004 3.5 ± 1.1 
Theoretical Hα (this work) 0.033 ± 0.009 0.025 ± 0.011 4 ± 1 
 
Table 2. Experimental [28] and theoretical values for the z = 4 cm and z = 12 cm cases in the same  
experimental conditions for an argon plasma at atmospheric pressure for the  Hβ line [25] and theoretical 
for the Hα line (this work) 
 
The results here obtained are in good agreement with the experimental values of 
reference [28] and with those obtained by using the Hβ line [25], so we can conclude 
that the proposed analytical function offers an accurate representation of a Stark profile, 
in the condition studied, for a Hα line. And this function also allows us to identify the 
characteristic parameters (G, L and ne) of real plasmas with high precision.  
In some plasma, not only the knowledge of the electron density is essential (due 
to be related to its capacity to induce reactions in technological applications) but also 
the Lorentzian and Gaussian widths giving useful information about plasma. The so 
called van der Waals broadening is related to the plasma gas temperature, Tg and it is an 
important part of the Lorentzian contribution. On the other hand, the Instrumental 







An analytical expression for the Hα Stark profile in the Hydrogen Balmer series 
lines has been proposed. This expression is based on the approximation of the Stark 
profile as a sum of Lorentzian ones; the symmetry of the original Stark profiles is taken 
into account by considering an odd number of Lorentzians functions. 
In this sense, a set of seven reference Stark profiles (simulated from the CS 
model) were chosen to act as theoretical cases, and nonlinear fitting processes were 
performed in order to determine the analytical representation by considering linear 
combinations of one, three, five and seven Lorentzians respectively. A RMS and 
Pearson coefficient comparison between the results showed that a sum of the three 
Lorentzian profiles provides an optimal compromise between quality and computational 
cost, so the other cases were discarded to continue the study. 
Starting from the regression parameters obtained (amplitudes, widths and central 
wavelength), another fitting process was carried out to find a relation between them and 
the electron density, the usually desirable magnitude. Exponential and logarithmical 
dependencies were found, and from them a final analytical function for the Stark profile 
is obtained. 
As a final test, our analytical profile has been applied to determine the 
characteristic parameters of two real laboratory plasmas. In both cases the agreement 
between the published experimental parameters and the obtained theoretical results was 
good, which confirms the accuracy and applicability of this function. 
The proposed sum of three Lorentzian profiles can offer an improvement in the 
quality of the analysis without a significant increment in the computational cost of the 
simulations. Also by using the functional form of this work, the characteristic 
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